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How to Get Your web3name via Sporran

In order to claim your web3name, you need a Sporran wallet and a DID.

If you don’t already have these, follow our guides to setting up Sporran and getting a DID.

Once you have your Sporran and DID, you’re ready to go.

Payment options

There are two ways to pay for your web3name – with KILT Coins, or using the Checkout
Service and paying via Paypal.

Getting a web3name using KILT Coins requires a deposit of 0.1181 KILT and a small
transaction fee (currently around 0.0047 KILT), so it is recommended to have at least 1 KILT
in your account before you proceed. If you decide to delete your web3name later the
deposit will be refunded to the account that it was paid from.

Getting a web3name using the Checkout Service costs a nonrefundable service fee of EUR
1.20 (including VAT). This fee is paid via PayPal, which may also provide options for paying in
other currencies.
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Claim Your Name

To start, open your Sporran extension.

Click “Create web3name”

Create your unique web3name using a combination of these characters and numbers:
lowercase a to z, 0 to 9, “-” and “_”
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When you have created a web3name that is available, select your preferred payment
method:

● Pay with KILT

● Use Checkout Service and pay with PayPal
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Pay with KILT

In Sporran, select “Pay with KILT”

Click “CONTINUE”
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Sign the transaction for your web3name.

This will start the process of anchoring your web3name on the KILT blockchain.
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If you want to watch the process, which normally takes less than a minute, click “Check
Status on Subscan” to follow the progress on-chain. If you click “OK” the pop-up will
disappear, but the process will continue in the background.

The next pop-up will confirm that the name has been created.
Click “OK”
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Congratulations, you now have your unique web3name!

You will now be able to see your web3name in your Sporran next to “Manage web3name”
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Pay with PayPal

If you prefer not to pay with KILT, the Checkout Service provided by KILT partner BTE
interacts with the blockchain for you: You can pay for this service using PayPal.

In Sporran, select “Use Checkout Service and pay with PayPal”

Click “Continue”

Enter your password and click “Sign” to sign the transaction.
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You will then be directed to the Checkout Service website.

When you are ready to proceed, tick “I agree to immediate processing of the Checkout
Service, and am aware that this ends my right to revoke the Service.”
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Read the Terms and Conditions. If you agree with them, click the button “CHARGEABLE
ORDER”
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This will activate the PayPal Button.

Click the PayPal button.

This will redirect you to PayPal to pay for your order.

When the order has been processed, the Checkout Service website will show

● The account linked to the web3name

● The DID linked to the web3name

● The new web3name
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Congratulations, you now have your unique web3name!  You will now be able to see your
web3name in your Sporran next to “Manage web3name”

Linking your web3name

Linking your account addresses to your on-chain DID and web3name is a personal and
recognizable way to represent yourself across the Polkadot and (coming soon) Ethereum
ecosystems. Any number of your account addresses may be linked.

Note, don’t link addresses that you don’t want connected to your name! Information on
blockchains is public, so if you want to keep an address private, don’t link it.

Follow our guide to linking account addresses here.

Creating SocialKYC credentials, linking them and making them public adds an additional
layer of information. This gives more information about who you are – particularly useful for
validators or collators, increasing trust.

Follow our guide to creating credentials here and to linking credentials via GitHub public
here.
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The web3name directory

The web3name directory is a service that provides an easy way to look up KILT DIDs and
their associated web3names and credentials. It also allows you to see if your preferred
name has already been claimed – just enter it in the search bar. If there is no DID associated
with it, it’s all yours to claim!

Users can be searched by DID or web3name by:

1. Entering a web3name in the search field.

2. Entering a DID in the search field. Note, when entering a DID, always include did:kilt:
before the letters and numbers.
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Both ways show the web3name, associated DID, and any credentials publicly linked to it.

The credentials can be read by clicking “Fetch”, as the data is stored in the service endpoint
and not on the blockchain itself.
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To create a URL for your web3name, just enter your web3name or DID in the search bar and
copy the url. This URL will lead directly to your digital identity via the website.

Creating a shareable link

To create a URL to make sharing your web3name easier, just enter your web3name or DID in
the search bar and copy the URL it generates. This URL can then be shared and will lead
directly to your digital identity via the web3name directory website.

Congratulations on being part of blockchain history by claiming your name!
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